Vulnerability of dedicated hash functions to various attacks has made the task of designing hash function much more challenging. This provides us a strong motivation to design a new cryptographic hash function viz. HF-hash. This is a hash function, whose compression function is designed by using first 32 polynomials of HFE Challenge-1 (6) with 64 variables by forcing remaining 16 variables as zero. HFhash gives 256 bits message digest and is as efficient as SHA-256. It is secure against the differential attack proposed by Chabaud and Joux in (5) as well as by Wang et. al. in (23) applied to SHA-0 and SHA-1.
Introduction
The majority of dedicated hash functions published are more or less designed using ideas inspired by hash functions MD4 (19) and MD5 (20) . Not only the hash functions HAVAL (26), RIPEMD (3), RIPEMD-160 (17) but also SHA-0 (14), SHA-1 (15) and SHA-2 family (16) are designed using the similar ideas. The hash functions HAS-160 (21) and HAS-V (18) both exhibit strong resemblance with SHA-1.
While comparing compression functions of the aforementioned hash functions it is easy to observe that all of them have the three fundamental parts viz. the message expansion algorithm which is required for creating more disturbance pattern for the input to the compression function, the iteration of the step transformation which is required for taking arbitrary length of input and the state feed-forward operation which is required for updating the chaining variables or the internal hash value.
The most commonly used dedicated hash functions are MD5 and SHA-1. The first member of the MD family, viz. MD4 was published in 1990. After one year, an attack on the last two out of three rounds has been presented in (1) . After that Rivest designed the improved version of MD4, called MD5. Later, Vaudenay showed that the first two rounds of MD4 are not collision-resistant and it is possible to get near-collisions for the full MD4 (22) .
In 1993, Boer and Bosselaers showed that it is possible to find pseudocollisions for the compression function of MD5, i.e. they showed a way of finding two different values of the initial value IV for the same message M such that MD5-compress(IV, M ) = MD5-compress(IV , M ) (2). This was the first attack on MD5. This did not threaten the usual applications of MD5, since in normal situations one cannot control inputs of chaining variables.
A major step forward in the analysis of MD-based designs was made by H. Dobbertin who developed a general method of attacking designs similar to MD4 in 1996. His method aims at finding collisions and is based on describing the function as a system of complicated, non-linear equations that represent the function. With this method he successfully attacked MD4 showing that one can find collisions using computational effort of around 2 20 hash evaluations (10) . He also showed collisions for the compression function of MD5 with a chosen IV (11) .
The other family of dedicated hash function is SHA family. The first version of the Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA) i.e. SHA-0 was presented by NIST in 1993. Two years later, this function was slightly modified and an updated version of the standard was issued in 1995. Indeed, in 1998 Chabaud and Joux presented a differential attack on the initially proposed function, SHA-0, that can be used to find collisions with complexity of 2 61 hash evaluations. Since SHA-0 and SHA-1 are different by a small change in the message expansion algorithms, it is quite natural question to ask whether it is possible to extend the original attack of Chabaud and Joux to the improved design of SHA-1. Due to the same round structure, the same technique used to attack SHA-0 could be applied to launch an attack on SHA-1 provided there exists a good enough differential pattern. Novel ideas of Wang et al. contributed a lot in opening new avenues of analysis of SHA-1. It seems the ability to influence the value of the new word of the state in each step combined with rather weak message expansion algorithms is the fundamental weakness of designs of that family that can be exploited that way or another.
In August 2002, NIST announced a new standard FIPS 180-2 that introduced three new cryptographic hash functions viz. SHA-256, SHA-384 and SHA-512. In 2004 the specification was updated with one more hash, SHA-224. All these algorithms are very closely related. In fact SHA-224 is just SHA-256 with truncated hash and SHA-384 is a truncated version of SHA-512. These are called the SHA-2 family of hashes. The design of SHA-512 is very similar to SHA-256, but it uses 64-bit words and some parameters are different to accommodate for this change. Clearly, the fundamental design of this family is SHA-256 and all the other algorithms are variations of that one, so the question of the security of SHA-256 is an extremely interesting one.
We have designed a new hash function HF-hash using the restricted version of HFE Challenge-1 as the compression function which gives 256 bits message digest. We have used the first 32 equations of HFE Challenge-1 with first 64 variables by setting remaining 16 variables to zero. Although the first proposal of designing hash function using quadratic or higher degree multivariate polynomials over a finite field as the compression function was given by Billet et. al. (4) as well as by Ding and Yang (12) in 2007, they did not present how to design a secure hash function. In these papers they have used multivariate polynomials for both cases viz. message expansion as well as message compression.
In this paper we present a complete description of HF-hash, and its analysis in the subsequent sections.
HF-hash
HF-hash function can take arbitrary length (< 2 64 ) of input and gives 256 bits output. We have designed an iterative hash function which uses restricted HFE Challenge-1 (6) as compression function. The hash value of a message M of length l bits can be computed in the following manner: Padding: First we append 1 to the end of the message M . Let k be the number of zeros added for padding. The 64-bit representation of l is appended to the end of k zeros. The padded message M is shown in the following figure. Now k will be the smallest positive integer satisfying the following condition: l + 1 + k + 64 ≡ 0 mod 448 i.e., k + l ≡ 383 mod 448
Parsing: Let l be the length of the padded message. Divide the padded message into n( = l 448 ) 448-bit block i.e. 14 32-bit words. Let M (i) denote the i th block of the padded message, where 1 ≤ i ≤ n and each word of i th block is denoted by M This is the expansion of the message blocks without padding. In the last block we apply padding rule. If (l + 1) > 384 bits, then we have two extra blocks in the padded message. Otherwise we have one extra block in the padded message. In both the cases, we apply the following expansion rule for the last block so that the length of the message appears in the end of the padded message.
iii. W j = M Since any element x ∈ Z 2 64 can be represented by x 1 x 2 . . . x 64 , where x 1 x 2 . . . x 64 denotes the bits of x in decreasing order of their significance. p i (x 1 , . . . , x 64 ) denotes the i th polynomial of HFE challenge-1 with 64 variables by setting the remaining 16 variables to zero for 1 ≤ i ≤ 32. The 64 constants K j taken from the fractional part of e are given in Table 1 .
Intermediate Hash Value
The i th intermediate hash value where h (i) j = H j for 0 ≤ j ≤ 7. This h (i) will be the initial value for the message block M (i+1) .
The final hash value of the message M will be 1 the operation || denotes the concatenation and + denotes the addition mod 2 32 Table 1 : 64 Constants
Process of Implementation
Suppose we have to compute HF-hash(M ). First we apply the padding rule and then padded message is divided into 448-bit blocks. Now each 448-bit block is divided into 14 32-bit words and each 32-bit word is read in little endian format. For example, suppose we have to read 'abcd' from a file, it will be read as 0x64636261.
Test Value of HF-hash
Test values of the three inputs are given below:
HF-hash(a)
= 04EAF 5F 6 B215D974 B827F CC2 5ECA45C3 031524E8 472617D1 C14D9C85 6ACD1DC3 HF-hash(ab) = F 2DD83C8 34E96291 E39040B9 BCD3E624 BA01846E 0D5E5083 492DC4BF C0720235 HF-hash(abc) = E9582019 216033AA 346E8D46 11D131A7 D0635A5E 92D5B13D 2DC481B8 836774B6
Analysis of HF-hash
In this section we will present the complete analysis of HF-hash which includes properties, efficiency as well as the security analysis of this function.
Properties of HF-hash
This subsection describes the properties of HF-hash required for cryptographic applications.
1. Easy to compute: For any given value x it is easy to compute HFhash(x) and the efficiency of this hash function is given in section 3.2.
2. One-wayness: Suppose one knows the HF-hash(x) for an input x. Now to find the value of x, (s)he has to solve the system of polynomial equations consisting of 32 polynomials with 64 variables for each round operation. Since this system of equations are underdefined therefore XL (7) method or any variant of XL (25) cannot be applied to solve this system. Now if one wants to solve this system of equations using the Algorithm A 2 given by Courtois et. al. in (8) , then at least 2 25 operations are required to solve for one round of HF-hash. Since HF-hash has 64 rounds one has to compute 2 25×64 operations to get back the value of x for given HF-hash(x). This is far beyond the today's computation power. Thus, for any given HF-hash(x) it is difficult to find the input x.
Randomness:
We have taken an input file M consisting of 448 bits and computed HF-hash(M ). 448 flies M i are generated by changing the i th bit of M for 1 ≤ i ≤ 448. Then computed HF-hash(M i ) of all the 448 files and calculated the Hamming distance d i between HFhash(M ) and HF-hash(M i ) for 1 ≤ i ≤ 448 as well as the distances between corresponding 8 32-bit words of the hash values. Table 2 shows maximum, minimum, mode and mean of the above distances. The above analyses show that HF-hash exhibits a reasonably good avalanche effect. Thus it can be used for cryptographic applications.
Efficiency of HF-hash
The following table gives a comparative study in the efficiency of HF-hash with SHA-256 in HP Pentium -D with 3 GHz processor and 512 MB RAM.
File Size HF-hash SHA-256 (in MB) ( Although, SHA-256 is little bit faster than HF-hash but HF-hash is more secure than SHA-256 in case of either collision search or differential attack. Since the design principle of SHA-256 is almost similar to that of SHA-1, therefore all the attacks applied to SHA-1 can also be extended to SHA-256.
Security Analysis
In this paper we have applied a new method for expanding a 512-bit message block into 2048-bit block. For this purpose we have to change the padding rule and the procedure of parsing a padded message. In case of MD-5, SHA-1 & SHA-256, the padded message is divided into 512-bit blocks whereas in case of HF-hash, the padded message is divided into 448-bit blocks.Then two 32-bit words are added to construct a 512-bit block as the input for each iteration, where these two words depend on the previous internal hash updates or chaining variables. So, in each iteration, the 512-bit blocks are not independent from the previous message blocks as in the case of MD-5, SHA-1 or SHA-256. Thus, differential attack by Chabaud & Joux is not applicable to our hash function because one does not have any control over two 32-bit words coming from the previous internal hash updates. Moreover, a 1-bit difference in any one of 14 initial 32-bit word propagates itself to at least 165 bits of the expanded message since we have taken the 64 round operations. Less than 75 bit difference in expanded message and input message is obtained by changing 1-bit input when 32 or 48 round operation are performed. That is why we have taken 64 round operations for HFhash function. This makes it impossible to find corrective patterns used by Chabaud and Joux in (5) , due to the reason that differences propagate to other positions.
The idea of Wang et. al. for finding collision in SHA-0 (24) and SHA-1 (23) is to find out the disturbance vectors with low Hamming weight first and then to construct a differential path. To construct a valid differential path, it is important to control the difference propagation in each chaining variable. After identifying the wanted and unwanted differences one can apply the Boolean functions (mainly IF) and the carry effect to cancel out these differences. The key of these attacks was the Boolean functions used in compression function which in combination with carry effect facilitate the differential attack. As we have replaced the Boolean functions with restricted hidden field polynomials, it is evident that these attacks are not applicable to our hash function.
Thus the compression function of HF-hash is collision-resistant against Wang et. al. attack. Since IV of HF-hash is fixed and the padding procedure of HF-hash includes the length of the message, therefore by MerkleDamgård theorem (9) (13) we can say that HF-hash is collision-resistant against existing attacks.
Conclusions
In this paper a dedicated hash function HF-hash has been presented. The differential attack applied by Chabaud and Joux in SHA-0 as well as collision search for SHA-1 by Wang et. al. are not applicable to this hash function.
The main differences of HF-hash with MD family and SHA family lie in the the procedure of message expansion and the compression function. A system of multivariate polynomials taken from HFE challenge-1 (restricted form) is used for designing the compression function of this hash function. Analysis of this hash functions viz. randomness as well as security proof are also described here.
The system of equations in HFE challenge-1 are neither regular system nor the minimal set of polynomials. Presently we are looking at the behaviour of HF-hash when the minimal system or the Gröbner basis of the ideal generated by the above system or randomly selected 32 polynomials with 64 variables is taken.
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